SPIN THE BOTTLE

Spin the Bottle is a classic kissing game full of anticipation. This board game version provides an exciting twist for two. Let the kissing begin!

Game Includes:
Game Board
Bottle
Score Keeping Pad
Chocolates

Set Up:
Set up circle board with blank side down. Sit around board in an open space. Place bottle in the middle of the board, free of obstructions.

Directions:
Before game play begins:
Each player writes a wager they will bet the other player in case of a win. Turn the papers upside down and place them under the game board until the end of the game. Then reveal the wagers. The loser will be obligated to perform/give the service/item specified on the card.

Playing the Game:
Each player takes a turn spinning the bottle. When the bottle has come to a complete stop, wherever the nose is pointing is the game space landed on. The player who spun then completes the action for that space and records the point amount on their scorecard.

How to Win:
The object of the game is to get 200 points, or have the most points at the end of 5 rounds. Winner receives special prize wagered by other player at the beginning of the game.
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